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WATERVILLE ESTATES VILLAGE DISTRICT WINTER UPHILL 

TRAVEL POLICY FOR CAMPTON MOUNTAIN 

Waterville Estates Association and Waterville Estates Village District welcome and support uphill skiing at 

Campton Mountain as an alternative method to enjoy the mountain experience, provided all skiers and riders 

adhere to this Winter Uphill Travel Policy (the “Winter Uphill Policy”) and applicable law.  As an uphill user, 

you are the guest of Campton Mountain and agree to comply with the terms and conditions of this Winter 

Uphill Policy. All uphill travel (skinning or snowshoeing only) and the descent thereafter (all such travel 

collectively known herein as the “Activity”) is done, solely, at your own risk. Only persons who are Waterville 

Estates Homeowner Association owners or their invitees or Waterville Estates Village District residents are 

permitted to use Campton Mountain for the Activity.  Those who wish to use Campton Mountain for the 

Activity are responsible for their own actions, safety, and equipment.  

MOUNTAIN ACCESS. Campton Mountain is accessible for the Activity subject to use of designated uphill 

travel routes and the Winter Uphill Travel Assumption of Risk and Release of Claims.  The Activity is available 

during Nonoperational hours during the winter operating season, as follows:  

Nonoperational Hours: Nonoperational Hours are those hours during the winter operating season in 

which ski lift services are not available.  Campton Mountain is typically operating Friday night from 

5:00 pm to 10:00 pm, Saturday from 11:00 am to 4:00 pm, Saturday night from 5:00 pm to 10:00 pm, 

and Sunday from 11:00 am to 4:00 pm.  Campton Mountain is also typically operating additional hours 

during New Hampshire and Massachusetts vacation weeks.  It is the responsibility of those engaging in 

the Activity to know Campton Mountain’s Operational Hours and avoid the Activity during those times. 

 

USE OF CAMPTON MOUNTAIN:  While the Activity is only allowed during Nonoperational hours, all 

must understand that use of Campton Mountain for the Activity during Nonoperational hours is extremely 

dangerous. There is no ski patrol, no rescue services, and no persons available at all to assist you during 

these times.  Campton Mountain will not be sweeping the trails, looking for Winter Uphill Travelers, or 

providing any service of any kind during Nonoperational hours.  All recreation is at your own 

risk.  Conditions may be variable due to weather, ungroomed surfaces, limited visibility, and many other 

reasons.  You are warned that snowmobiles, snowmaking equipment, snow grooming machines and equipment, 

winch cables and other equipment will be encountered and you are solely responsible to avoid such equipment. 

Headlamps are required before local sunrise time and after local sunset time.  Using Campton Mountain at 

night, in the winter, without any available services of any kind is fraught with danger.  Use extra caution and 

always remain aware of what is happening around you.   

 

UPHILL TRAVEL ROUTE:  Uphill travel is only permitted on the Uphill Travelers right-hand side (downhill 

skier’s left) of Lazy8 trail.  Traveling uphill on any other spot on the mountain is not permitted and may result 

in revocation of the right to access Campton Mountain for any reason. 

SIGNAGE. All persons engaging in the Activity are responsible for knowing approved and appropriate 

locations of the Activity, together with closed terrain and trails, snowmaking, grooming, or other events and 



operations in progress.  Sources for such information include Campton Mountain’s website, ticket-window, 

daily snow-report, on-trail signage, Ski Patrol, and designated routes.  

INDEMNIFICATION & WAIVER. Every individual engaging in the Activity does so subject to the 

Assumption of Risk and Release of Claims and is deemed to have accepted all terms therein.  Further, New 

Hampshire law states that each person who participates in the sport of skiing, snowboarding, snow tubing and 

snowshoeing accepts, as a matter of law, the dangers inherent in the sport, and therefore may not maintain an 

action against the operator for any injuries which result from such inherent risks, dangers or hazards. (NH 

Statute Title XIX, Chapter 225, Section A: 24).  Every person participating in the Activity understands and 

agrees that there many risks, dangers, and hazards inherent to the Activity.  Further, every individual engaging 

in the Activity agrees that because Campton Mountain charges no fee for the Activity, New Hampshire statute 

R.S.A. § 508:14 and R.S.A. § 212:34, shall apply to that defined herein as the Activity.   

BE AWARE. Awareness, common sense, courtesy, respect for others and the natural environment will help 

you to have a positive experience and may reduce your risk. 

BRIGHT CLOTHING & HEADLAMP.  It is strongly recommended that all participating in the Activity 

wear brightly-colored clothing and have reflective material on clothing, poles or packs to heighten visibility. As 

set forth herein after sunset or before sunrise, flash-lights or headlamps are required. Use extra caution if you 

are descending in the dark or in low light conditions. 

RESCUE RESPONSE.  Be aware that there are no patrol services during Nonoperational hours and ski 

area buildings are closed. In case of emergency, call 911 and know that response times will likely be 

extended. Be aware that mobile phone service can be unreliable on the mountain. It is strongly recommended 

that you travel in groups of at least two and always be aware of your location. 

ADDITIONAL RULES:  

·       You must be visible to all traffic at all times, and you should know and follow “Your Responsibility Code” 

at all times. 

·       No dogs are not allowed on the mountain, except valid service dogs which must be on a leash. 

·       Overnight stays on the mountain are not permitted. 

·       Ski Patrol reserves the right to close the mountain at any time. If the mountain is closed to the Activity, a 

sign indicating such closure will be placed at the base of the mountain. 

·       No sledding on any part of Campton Mountain is allowed at any time.  

·       Downhill travel is at the individual’s discretion.  However, if a trail is marked as CLOSED that trail is not 

available for downhill travel at any time. 

·       Downhill travel is not permitted on trails where snow grooming activities are ongoing. 

·       Be familiar with the Backcountry Code of Conduct: Ski Kind (www.skikind.org) 
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